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April 2014 Bid from Forestry Group



April, 2014 Bid





April 21, 2014 
HOA Minutes, page 2



May 6, 2014 Email from 
Arborist to Property Manager



“We have no choice but to move forward at this time, we will be 
having more serious problems then what we already have, the 16K 
bill will be reimbursed from the insurance company…I will ask 
Forestry if they will do a payment plan.”

May 8, 2014



Forestry Group Bid



Cadacalyx – “Sugar Gum”



Contrast Trees Grown in Turf with Native Habitat



Contrast Trees Grown in Turf with Native Habitat



Battle of the Weather Experts



Jan. 31, 2016 Extreme Storm

• 50 mph winds recorded at airport

• Hurricane force winds at other weather stations

• Rain

• 500 tree failures reported throughout County

Defense Contentions:



Opinions:
• At around 3 p.m. on February 2, 2016, wind gusts generally less than 

15 mph, to between 20 and 25 mph.

• From 4 a.m. until the accident at approximately 4:45 a.m. wind gusts 
ranged from 6.9 to 14.1 mph.

• Healthy trees do not typically fall because of 25 mph wind gusts.

• Wind gusts recorded closer to area of subject incident less strong than 
at airport.





Defense Expert Seminar Presentation



Total income = 
$749k

Water = $217k

Landscaping = 
$76k

Financial Feasibility
HOA Budget Aug. 2014 – July 2015



March 2010 Quest Newsletter



• Assumption of Risk

• Open and obvious

Summary Judgment



1. Crossed police road closures in vehicle

2. Crossed yellow police tape 

3. Knew four trees had fallen already

4. Knew this was a severe storm

5. Placed herself in the middle of the trees for the 
most dramatic shot

6. Never inspected the trees in the area

Did Marie Coronel Assume the Risk?





Officer Kwiatkowski Testimony, p. 28:3-14 



SD County Media Relations Guide



• Defendant has a duty of care to the plaintiff to eliminate dangers on its property.

• The plaintiff’s conduct is, at most, secondary assumption of risk, and plaintiff’s damages would be 
apportioned on a comparative fault basis (Curties v. Hill Top Developers, Inc. (1993) 14 Cal. App. 4th 1651, 
1655–1656).

• In Curties, the plaintiff tenant at an apartment building slipped and fell on a grassy hill that he and other 
tenants knew was dangerous. (Id., at 1653-1654.) 

• The court explained that it does not matter that the plaintiff was aware of the dangerous condition at the 
time he fell because “[i]n determining whether assumption of risk applies under the duty approach, our 
inquiry does not focus upon the reasonableness or unreasonableness of [the plaintiff’s] conduct. Rather, 
resolution of the issue turns on whether, in light of the nature of the activity in which [the defendant land 
owner] and [the plaintiff] were involved, [the defendant land owner’s] conduct breached a legal duty of 
care to [the plaintiff]. (Knight v. Jewett, supra, at p. 315.)” (Ibid.) “Therefore, comparative negligence 
principles govern the determination of the relative fault of the two parties for [the plaintiff’s] injuries. 
(Knight v. Jewett, supra, at p. 314–315.)” 
– Curties, supra, 14 Cal. App. 4th 1656.

• “[T]his is a 'secondary' assumption of the risk case as defined in Knight. There was a triable issue of fact 
concerning whether [defendant] breached a duty of care toward plaintiff in maintaining the property. 
While a jury would certainly be entitled to consider plaintiff's conduct in deliberately encountering the 
danger despite his awareness of it for the purposes of determining comparative fault, such behavior does 
not automatically bar plaintiff's recovery.”  (Donahue v. San Francisco Housing Authority (1993) 16 
Cal.App.4th 658.)

Primary Assumption of the Risk



• Even assuming primary assumption of risk were somehow to apply here, 
it still would not act as an absolute bar to Defendants’ liability. 

• As explained in Fazio v. Fairbanks Ranch Country Club (2015) 233 
Cal.App.4th 1053, “[t]he doctrine of primary assumption of the risk, 
however, ‘does not grant unbridled legal immunity to all defendants.’ 
[Citation.] ‘Although defendants generally have no legal duty to eliminate 
(or protect a plaintiff against) risks inherent in the sport itself, it is well 
established that defendants generally do have a duty to use due care not 
to increase the risks to a participant over and above those inherent in 
the sport.’ [Citation.] Likewise, when the doctrine is applied outside the 
sports context, summary judgment on primary assumption of risk 
grounds is unavailable unless the defendant disproves the theory it 
increased the inherent risks, or establishes a lack of causation between 
its conduct and the plaintiff's injury. [Citations.]” (Id., at 1059.)

Primary Assumption of the Risk



• A claim that a danger is “open and 
obvious” is an argument for comparative 
fault.  

– “Open and obvious” potentially reduces 
Defendants’ portion of liability, it does not 
function as a complete shield to liability. 

• Donohue v. San Francisco Housing Authority
(1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 658; 

• Martinez v. Chippewa Enterprises, Inc. (2004) 
121 Cal.App.4th 1179.  

Open and Obvious



Tree on Private Property – CACI 1011



Tree on Private Property – CACI 1001



• Preservation letter

• Inspect tree with arborist

• Quality photographs

• Historical Images
–Google Maps

–Google Earth

Tree Case First Steps:



Pawloski vs. Yuba County





No green needles.







• Disease

• Improper pruning

• Topping 

– Epicormic growth = weaker limbs

Causes of Tree or Limb Failure
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Zhang vs. City of Los Angeles



Zhang vs. City of Los Angeles





Michael Burke vs. City of San Diego  

Public Entity Cases





Notice – Public Entity



City Inspections 2007

History of Inspections



“It’s the HOMEOWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY”



NO INSPECTION SYSTEM



CACI 1102
Definition of “Dangerous Condition

A “dangerous condition” is a condition of 
public property that creates a substantial risk 
of injury to members of the general public 
when the property or adjacent property is 
used with reasonable care and in a 
reasonably foreseeable manner. A condition 
that creates only a minor risk of injury is not 
a dangerous condition. 



CACI 1104 Inspection System

In deciding whether City of San Diego should have 
discovered the dangerous condition, you may consider 
whether it had a reasonable inspection system and 
whether a reasonable system would have revealed the 
dangerous condition.
[In determining whether an inspection system is 
reasonable, you may consider the practicality and cost 
of the system and balance those factors against the 
likelihood and seriousness of the potential danger if no 
such system existed.]



Zhang Case Deposition Testimony:
Tree Surgeon Supervisor for the City of Los Angeles

• As of 2018, city trees were on an 18-year trim 
cycle and within those 18 years, inspections 
would generally only be performed upon 
request. 



What Would a Reasonable Inspection 
System Have Revealed?





EX 210

Healthy Roots

EX 365

This Tree Was a Dangerous Condition



EX 218

EX 249

EX 218



• “It was an Act of God.”
• Summer limb drop

Defense Excuses:



2011 Hurricane Study
University of Florida
Queen Palm Tree Survival Rate

74% of Queen Palms survived 
120 mph winds
(Hurricane Jeanne)

San Diego Storm winds were 

35 mph at most

Jim Curio to put in an 
image

Defense Excuses: This was No Act of God



• The storm was foreseeable in the 
life span of the tree

–Historical weather data

Defense Excuses: This was No Act of God



Failure to Properly Tape off Area





• Natural Condition Immunity
– Cal. Gov’t Code § 831.2
– Alana M. v. State of California, (2016) 245 Cal. App. 4th 1482

• Immunity applied to tree next to campsite in Portola Redwoods 
State Park 

• Trail immunity
– Cal. Gov’t Code § 831.4

– Toeppe V. City Of San Diego (2017) 13 
Cal.App.5th 921 (2017)
• No trail immunity where base of tree 25 feet from path

Immunities:



• Federal Tort Claims Act
– The FTCA’s discretionary function exception retains the 

United States’ sovereign immunity for any claim based on 
“the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or 
perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a 
federal agency or an employee of the Government.”

Immunities:



Conclusion/Questions: 

Contact:

Ivan Puchalt– ipuchalt@gbw.law
Scott Carr– scarr@gbw.law

(310) 576-1200


